This paper studies a layered erasure model for twouser interference channels, which can be viewed as a simplified version of Gaussian fading interference channel. It is assumed that channel state information (CSI) is only available at receivers but not at transmitters. Under such assumption, an outer bound is derived for the capacity region of such interference channel. The new outer bound is tight in many circumstances. For the remaining open cases, the outer bound extends previous results in [1] .
I. INTRODUCTION
Over last decade, significant progress has been made in the research area of interference channels [2] . However, the majority of current studies still focus on situations where channel state information (CSI) is static and known to both transmitters (CSIT) and receivers (CSIR). This assumption is usually valid under situations where CSI variates slowly and systems have efficient sounding and feedback mechanisms to update global CSI accurately and timely. For communications experiencing fast channel fading, it is often difficult to obtain such accurate CSI at transmitters.
Interference phenomena are generally challenging and many open problems remain to be answered. When channel fading comes into the same picture, it generally creates additional difficulties, especially for the situation without full access to CSI. In order to make progress along this direction, this paper investigates a layered erasure model of two-user interference channel (IC), which shares the same spirit as deterministic model used in [3] , except that the transmit binary vectors are erased randomly. It is assumed that the erasure levels (which model the fading states or CSI) are known at the receivers but not at transmitters. In particular, an outer bound of the capacity region for such channel is derived. The new bound is tight for many important cases but whether it is tight for all situations remains open in this paper. Comparing with previous results in [1] , this paper can be viewed as an extension from single-layer symmetric case to general multi-layer situations.
The remaining paper is organized as following. In the next section, the layered erasure model is formally described and some notations are introduced for remaining discussions. In Section III, our main finding is presented and followed by several remarks to clarify the new outer bound. In Section IV,
The work of C. Shen is supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China under project 61572455 and 91538203. the discussion continues with study of some non-trivial fading cases. Limited by the space, only a brief proof of the outer bound is presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper. Consider a layered erasure interference channel as shown in Fig. 1 . At each time i, transmitters 1 and 2 emit binaryvector signals W [i] and X[i], respectively, which take value in F q 2 . For each vector signal, only part of it can reach the two receivers, and the remaining is erased randomly. Mathematically, let s denote a q × q matrix whose elements are all 0 except that s k+1,k = 1 for k = 1, . . . , q − 1. It is easy to see that s[x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x q ] T = [0, x 1 , . . . , x q−1 ] T , and s q−n [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x q ] T = [0, . . . , 0, x 1 , . . . , x n ] T , which is equivalent to a zero-padding downward shift of the vector so that only its first n elements are left. With these notations, at each time i, the two received signals, Y [i] and Z[i], can be written as,
II. MODEL AND NOTATIONS
respectively, where each integer random process {N tr [i]}, for t, r = 1, 2, models the channel fading process from transmitter t to receiver r. We assume that the four fading processes are independent of each other and each of them is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) over time (so that the channel is memoryless). In this paper, we assume that at each time i, receiver 1 knows realization of (N 11 [i], N 21 [i]) and receiver 2 knows realization of (N 22 [i], N 12 [i]), but no channel state information (CSI) is available at both transmitters except for the statistical law of those fading processes. For remaining discussion, we introduce following notations. Suppose X ∈ F q 2 is an arbitrary random vector. We use X j to denote its j-th element and X k to denote its subvector [X 1 , . . . , X k ] T . For any sequence of random vectors {X[i]}, let (X) n denote the subsequence X [1] , . . . , X[n]. Consequently, (X k ) n should be interpreted as the sequence
. Namely, the indices outside the parentheses always refer to time while inside ones refer to element(s) of the corresponding vectors. Binary addition (⊕) between two vectors with different sizes is aligned at the least significant bits: if n 1 ≥ n 2 , then define X n1 ⊕ W n2 = [X 1 , . . . , X n1−n2 , X n1−n2+1 ⊕ W 1 , . . . , X n1 ⊕ W n2 ] T . Since we only consider memoryless channels in this paper, the time index i will often be suppressed to ease the notations. For example, P (N 11 ≥ l) is equivalent to P (N 11 [i] ≥ l), distribution of N 11 [i] is referred as distribution of N 11 , et al. With the convention introduced above, channel model (1) can be rewritten as
III. MAIN RESULTS
Our main findings are summarized in Theorem 1, which needs a few more definitions. Define following three regions within first orthant of R 2 as
and
By swapping subscripts 1 and 2 in (5), we can define α 2 (l), β 2 (l), and γ 2 (l) accordingly. For example, α 2 (l) := P (N 12 ≥ l) − P (N 12 − N 22 ≥ l). In turn, we can define B 2j and R 2j for j ∈ {a, b, c} by exchanging subscripts 1 and 2 in (3) and (4).
To help understand the outer bound, we make following remarks.
Remark 1: Each region R kj , where k ∈ {1, 2} and j ∈ {a, b, c}, is a convex region characterized by a set of weighted sum-rate bounds, which are associated with B kj . Although the intersections are done among infinite numbers of ω and µ in (3), it is not difficult to see that only finite numbers of them are necessary. Therefore, each R kj is a polytope. In the remaining discussion, we refer to the weighted bound of form
for each fixed ω and µ. Furthermore, on the boundary of each region R 1j (inside the first orthant), R 1 has larger weight than R 2 , which corresponds to a situation where rate of user 1 is preferred to that of user 2. By symmetry, similar interpretation can be made to each region R 2j .
Remark 2: By setting each {N tr [i]}, t, r = 1, 2, to a constant, say n tr , the new outer bound recovers the capacity region of its deterministic counterpart, which consists of all positive rate pairs satisfying [3] :
Table I briefly summarizes the proof by relating each region R kj , k = 1, 2 and j ∈ {a, b, c}, to each constraint in (6).
Remark 3: Regions R 1a and R 2a are actually capacity regions of z-interference channel (Z-IC) with N 21 ≡ 0 and N 12 ≡ 0, respectively [4] . The remaining four are new.
IV. MORE DISCUSSION: LAYERED ERASURE CASES
In this section, we will investigate Theorem 1 under several special situations, which include cases where Theorem 1 is 2016 IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory 
2) Stochastically weak interference: ∀l ∈ {1, . . . , q},
3) Stochastically moderate interference: ∀l ∈ {1, . . . , q},
The first case can be interpreted as following: from the viewpoint of any given layer l, it is more often that the signal reaches to the undesired user than the desired one. It is similar to the strong interference channels in usual sense [2] . Both of the other two cases imply that P (N 12 ≥ l) ≤ P (N 11 ≥ l) and P (N 21 ≥ l) ≤ P (N 22 ≥ l) for any l. Therefore, they can be interpreted as cases where signal reaches to the desired user more often than the undesired one for each layer. Hence, they both fall into weak interference category in usual sense.
In this section, we will show that the new outer bound actually coincides with the capacity region of the first two cases. However, for the moderate interference case, whether Theorem 1 is tight still remains open. The general layered erasure channel can be much more complicated so that it can be none of these three cases. We will conclude this section with some discussions about general cases.
A. Stochastically Strong Interference
For strong interference, it is well known that the capacity region is same as the capacity region of compound multiaccess channel at receivers 1 and 2 [2] , i.e.,
From Theorem 1, we see that all summation terms vanish in B kj , k = 1, 2 and j ∈ {a, b, c} under stochastically strong interference assumption. Therefore, it is not difficult to see that the outer bound becomes R 1a ∩ R 2a , which coincides with the region defined by (10).
B. Stochastically Weak Interference
Theorem 2: For interference channel which satisfies condition (8) ∀ l ∈ {1, . . . , q}, the capacity region is characterized by Theorem 1. In particular, it coincides with R 1b ∩ R 2b and sum-capacity is given by
Proof: We start with the converse part. Since (8) holds for any l, we can simplify B 1b (ω) as
With (8) and (5b), we have β 1 (l) ≥ γ 1 (l). Therefore (12)
can be written as
Therefore, bound B 1c (ω, µ) can be rewritten as
Comparing with (12), we see that the right-hand side (RHS) of (14) is greater or equals to B 1b ( ω 1+µ ) for each fixed ω and µ. Since R 1b and R 1c are defined by intersections among all possible values of ω and (ω, µ), respectively, we have R 1b ⊂ R 1c . Hence, we have R 1b ⊂ R 1a R 1c . By symmetry, we have R 2b ⊂ R 2a ∩ R 2c . Therefore, the 2016 IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory outer bound in Theorem 1 equals to R 1b ∩ R 2b under the stochastically weak interference assumption.
Let ω = 1 in (12), we obtain
With (5c) and (5a), we have
By symmetry, we have shown that B 1b (1) = B 2b (1) = C sum . In fact, it is not difficult to see that boundaries of R 1b and R 2b intersects inside the first orthant at point
. Indeed, this point can be achieved by treating interference as noise at both receivers. We illustrate R 1b and R 2b in Fig. 2 by shadowing them with blue and green, respectively. To show the overlapped region is achievable, it is sufficient to construct a coding scheme for each extreme point. The achievable scheme is based on Han-kobayashi (HK) scheme. Due to space limitation, we omit the detailed proof here. Readers are referred to the full version of this paper [5] . Fig. 2 : Sketch of the capcity region of a weak interference channel. Regions with blue and green shadow are R 1b and R 2b , respectively. Each of them is a polytope and their intersection is the capacity region. Point B is the intersection between boundaries of the two regions and it achieves the sum-capacity.
C. Stochastically Moderate Interference
It remains unclear whether the outer bound given by Theorem 1 is also tight for moderate interference. But with condition (9), we can simplify the bound further:
Proposition 1: For moderate interference channel, which satisfies condition (9) ∀l, we have
and B 2a (ω), B 2b (ω) and B 2c (ω, µ) are in similar forms with subscripts 1 and 2 exchanged, accordingly. The proof is similar as reverse part of Theorem 2, except that with condition (9) we have γ k (l) < α k (l), for k = 1, 2 and ∀l ∈ {1, . . . , q}.
With q = 1, Proposition 1 does not improve results for sum-rate obtained in [1] . However, it does provide a slightly better outer bound for the whole capacity region. For the detail, please refer to [5] .
Regarding to the inner bound for this case, one can use similar method as in [1] to construct a partial interference decoding scheme for each layer. However, the computation is much more involved since we can not utilize the symmetry assumption that made in [1] .
D. General Cases
One can evaluate Theorem 1 under all kinds of different conditions beyond what we have discussed above. For example, one can mix conditions of weak, moderate, strong interference between the two users or even cross different layers. Therefore, structures of general layered erasure channels could be very complicated. However, we believe that fully characterization of the capacity region of general cases roots on further understanding of the moderate interference with q = 1.
V. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The proof is long and the main ideas are taken from [4] . In this paper, we point out some key steps and leave the technical details in the longer draft [5] .
The proof relies on following two key lemmas. Lemma 1: Consider n uses of a memoryless channel described by random transformation P Y,Z,T |X,S . Let X n and S n denote the independent input and state sequences, respectively. Then for any µ 2 ≥ µ 1 ≥ 0,
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It is a Marton-style expansion of mutual information, which essentially converts a multi-letter mutual information difference into a single-letter one. For the proof, please refer to [4, Appendix A] 1 .
Lemma 2: Suppose that (W ) n and (X) n are two independent arbitrary random processes taking value in F q 2 . Let (N 1 ) n and (N 2 ) n be two i.i.d fading processes taking value in {0, . . . , q}. Then we have
The proof can be found in [5] . Basically, Lemma 2 claims that for multi-access layered erasure channel, we can fix one input as a special i.i.d. sequence without reducing the sumrate.
To prove Theorem 1, first, by letting N 12 [i] ≡ 0, we obtained a Z-IC, whose capacity region is a natural outer bound. Therefore, bounds B 1a (ω) and B 2a (ω) are direct consequence of [4, Theorem 2] . Thus, it is sufficient to show the remaining four bounds. By symmetry, we only need to show bounds B 1b (ω) and B 1c (ω, µ), respectively. For shorthand notation, we define
∀ω ∈ [0, 1], applying Fano's inequality at receiver 1, we have
= ωI ( (W ) n , (X) n ; (Y ) n | (N ) n ) + (1 − ω)I ( (W ) n , (X) n ; (Y ) n | (N ) n ) − I (X) n ; (X N21 ) n (N ) n ≤ ωI ( (W ) n , (X) n ; (Y ) n | (N ) n ) + n(1 − ω)EN 11
where (19) is due to chain rule; in (20), we apply Lemma 2 by letting N 1 = N 11 and N 2 = N 21 , respectively; δ n vanishes as n → ∞. Apply Fano's inequality at receiver 2, we have nR 2 − nδ n ≤ I ( (X) n ; (Z) n | (N ) n ) = I ( (W ) n , (X) n ; (Z) n | (N ) n ) − I (W ) n ; (W N12 ) n (N ) n (21)
= nEN 12 + I (X) n ; (X (N22−N12) + ) n (N ) n − I (W ) n ; (W N12 ) n (N ) n (22) 1 In [4] , the lemma is in a form of µ 2 = 1 and µ 1 ∈ [0, 1]. Lemma 1 here is a trivial extension.
where (21) is due to chain rule and in (22), we apply Lemma 2 with N 1 = N 12 and N 2 = N 22 .
By combining (20) and (22), we can get a weighted bound:
n(R 1 + ωR 2 − (1 + ω)δ n ) ≤ n(1 − ω)EN 11 + nωEN 12 + A + B
where A =ωI (X) n ; (X (N22−N12) + ) n (N ) n − I (X) n ; (X N21 ) n (N ) n + (1 − ω)I (X) n ; (X (N21−N11) + ) n (N ) n B =ωI ( (W ) n , (X) n ; (Y ) n | (N ) n )
− ωI (W ) n ; (W N12 ) n (N ) n .
By using Lemma 1, we can show that ∀µ ∈ [0, ω] and ∀ω ∈ [0, 1]
B ≤ nωEN 21 + nω q l=1 P (N 11 − N 21 ≥ l) − P (N 12 ≥ l)
respectively [5] . Combining (25), (26), and (23) and letting n goes to infinity, we can obtain bound B 1b (ω). Similarly, combining (25), (27), and (23) and letting n goes to infinity, we obtain bound B 1c (ω, µ).
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, an outer bound of the general two-user layered erasure interference channel is derived. It is tight in several important cases but remaining open in others. As we pointed out above, the major roadblock to fully close this problem is the moderate interference case for q = 1. For that particular case, the best known inner bound derived in [1] does not meet with our new outer bound either. Future work will extend the study here to Gaussian fading interference channels.
